Serious fighting between English & East European workers of London cross rail at
Bond St. station over Brexit!
For 150 years ago in spring 1868, the construction workers arranged an organized
protest and requested wage increase by 20% and reducing daily working hours from
12.h into 10.h from employers and bosses.
The capitalists refused to accept workers’ demands and started to get ready to
suppress the mass workers by deception propaganda and also mobilizing
strike-breakers, procurement of weapons, closing of workshops and widespread
layoffs of workers, in one word, sever repression.!
The workers of different parts of construction including other workshops stopped the
wheel of works and production and also went on strike.
In emergency of that contrast, the General Council of International was getting into
the fight. Five thousand workers of the city responded to the call of the International
Workers Association and organized a glorious parade in support of construction
workers in Geneva.
The capitalist augmented a reactionary position against the protesting workers. The
General Council of International by issuing a recall and requested from all workers in
England, Germany, France, Italy and other countries to show their organized radical
anti-capitalist support for fellow workers on strike. The organizational movement
among the masses of workers frightened capital owners and the ruling class in
Europe.
The strike-breakers by observing the internationalist power of the workers which
forced the strike-breakers to regret self and joined the united ranks of workers.
The bourgeoisie got ready with help of all forms of physical and intellectual
repression to start the onslaught against workers to crush their strike and also labour
movement. Besides all that, the ruling class suppression politic made aroused the
workers international rise and determined class-struggle all around the world.
Plenty of help and support sent into Geneva for working class solidarity with the
workers of the Geneva and in meanwhile few thousand workers joined the First
International Community of Workers within days too.
The workers from Hanover, Hamburg, Mannheim, Munich and many other cities who
shared their daily food with the construction workers on strike in Geneva!!!
The global unity of the working-class people compelled the bourgeoisie surrender to
demands of the workers on strike, they won the fight and the wild barbarian
capitalists accepted all demands of workers too.
The European workers did so in 150 years ago, but now their successors ultimately
disgusting confused are attacking against each other over Brexit!!!! English and East
European workers are beating each other to announce their agree or disagree with
Brexit! in Bond street!!!
The world of capitalism already is widely barbaric against working-class people, but
that recent event (in Bond St. station) is just a disaster for working-class movement.
Brexit is just a legal conflict between the bourgeois factions over share of surplus
value and that's because its many years that the capitalist parties are disagreeing
with each other over be good or bad any membership in EU. Indeed, the Brexit
dispute has nothing to do with the working-class interest at all. Unity for the
working-class of the world should have just meaning and that is only a united
well-organized movement against capitalist existence foundation and for an
anti-capitalist class-struggle to the abolition of wage slavery system which is causing
all destructive disasters all around the world in present time. It’s absolutely

disgusting that a part of us workers would beat each other over consolidation or
collapse of the capitalist EU, in this or that barricades of the reactionary bourgeois
factions instead of any attempt and striving to put organized an internationally
anti-capitalist movement. Instead of class-struggle and united international
well-organized campaign against capitalism would split ourselves and aim the
poisonous weapons of capitalists against each other ??? which has been daily
matter of several hundred million workers in Europe!!!
Why is that happening? why the glorious rise of the internationalist workers in 1868
in support of each other´s struggles against capitalists has been replaced with some
street clashes between workers, like whatever happened in Bond St. most recently.
This is serious matter that should make every worker in every part of the world to
think about challenging and questioning that terrifying and disgusting event in Bond
St. in London. We like to clarify that the workers of sixties in the nineteenth century
relied on own unified working-class power against capitalism. They didn't bury their
united power in cemetery of syndicalism, unionism hanging themselves to a party
faction or obey any parties over themselves, they didn't fall in love with the order of
capitalist judicial law and democracy.
Nowadays European workers in terrible way have given up their working-class power
of an anti-capitalist movement and handed all that to the bourgeoisie and in
meantime they are daily brainwashed by the systems media and left & right-wing
reformism to refuse any radical strength against capitalism.
In such a situation that happens a tragedy like whatever happened in Bond St. in
London.
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